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Strategic thinking: Does leadership help to understand it? 

 

Introduction  

The entire idea of Strategic thinking, despite a great number of researches that have 

been carried out in this field, is still quite underdeveloped. A lot of problems begin to 

pop up when we start talking about this concept. Strategic thinking according to 

business dictionary is defined as our ability to come up with successful plans in line 

with an organization’s objectives within a particular economic situation. Strategic 

thinking is a tool that helps business managers review different policy problems, 

perform long term planning, set goals and determine priorities for the company, and 

also identify potential risks and opportunities.  

The idea to look into the concept of Strategic thinking through the prism of business 

world is quite simple to understand. All over the world in all businesses strategic 

thinking is used on daily basis. On top of that leaders are usually the ones, who have a 

final say. It is up to leaders of any company to make a strategic decision, which will 

eventually turn out to be fruitful and benefit the company. Leaders or leadership play 

an important role in formulation of the ability to think strategically within the 

company. If this is the case, there has to be a link between leadership and strategic 

thinking itself. Being able to think strategically is very important. Especially today, in 

the world that is so dynamic and quick, where decisions have to be made quickly and 

on daily basis. The environment around any market is very unpredictable. It is a skill 

that can and should be used not only in the world of business, but in everyday life as 

well.  

Thinking strategically comes with countless advantages. It helps us to do long term 

planning, to be able to set our goals right and determine our priorities, helps to 

identify potential risks that might happen on the way towards our goals and finally it 

helps to be able to recognize upcoming opportunities. The importance of having this 

ability shouldn’t be taken for granted. Research on the topic of strategic thinking has 

been conducted plenty of times by many thinkers, so getting lost in different 

approaches and concepts is quite easy. That is why we will need some basis, a 

principle with a help of which we will look into Strategic thinking.  

We will use a concept of Game Theory as our guide to the world of strategic thinking, 

leadership and decision-making. According to Turocy and von Stengel Game theory 

is the formal study of conflict and cooperation. Its concepts apply whenever the 
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actions of several participants are interdependent of one another. These participants 

may be individuals, groups, firms, or any combination of these. The concepts of game 

theory provide a language to formulate, structure, analyze, and understand strategic 

scenarios and interactions. (Turocy, von Stengel, 2001) Game theory looks into 

games of strategy e.g. chess, but not games of chance e.g. rolling a dice. Strategic 

game shows a situation where each player faces one or more equally rational agents 

where each has different choices of action. Participants may gain or lose, depending 

on what others choose to do or not to do. The final outcome of a game is determined 

together by the strategies chosen by all participants.  

Why Game Theory? In business world, game theory is closely associated with 

decision-making process, and is used to look into situations where managers/leaders’ 

psychology plays an important part. Game theorists often promote strategic thinking 

as a skill to outperform your opponent when knowing that your opponent is aiming to 

do the same with you. It is these interactions between each side i.e. in the world of 

business it can be two competing organizations that produce the same product. Game 

theory doesn’t provide spot-on answers on what strategy might be the best. What it 

does instead it provides us general conceptions and principles of how we should think 

about those strategic interactions and analysis of them. 

 

Methodology and approach 

We begin with various definitions of Strategic thinking and Leadership; outline the 

importance of both concepts. Then we switch our focus and address four areas of 

interest in the scope of Strategic thinking. Areas of interest are listed below: 

- Clarity is lacking in strategy formulation process - thinkers can’t find a 

common ground on the idea of strategy formulation and have different kinds 

of approaches to it 

- Structure and process of strategic thinking - how strategist chooses among 

alternatives to make the right decision 

- A model of strategic thinking - how this way of thinking should be shaped so 

we would be able to comprehend and use it 

- Challenges that strategic thinking is facing - different environments 

interpreted differently by leaders or decision makers 

Those four areas of strategic thinking will be investigated using academic sources and 

literature in order to have theoretical base, concepts and approaches of Game theory, 
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to show its use and similarities in approaches and finally we will use a case study in 

order to test the theories acquired from the literature and Game theory. Since this 

thesis is based on evaluation of the previous research done in different areas of 

strategic thinking, this paper should provide a more understandable way to think 

about the topic and be an addition to the books and articles. Also it may help future 

leaders or the leaders of today’s companies to see how the ability of thinking 

strategically can be shaped up within any organization and should not be taken for 

granted. On top of that it can serve as a guide on what to avoid and what to support 

when implementing strategic thinking in any company. 

 

1. Clarity is lacking in strategy formulation process 

Even though Strategic thinking has been researched for years now, it is still quite an 

abstract matter. Some thinkers on the topic consider strategy of the company as some 

sort of settling force between a dynamic environment and a stable operating system. 

(Mintzberg, 1976) Others (Johnson, Scholes, Whittington, 2005) see strategy as a 

long-term direction of organization that matches it resources to its adjusting 

environment and particularly to its markets, clients and customers. Thus when 

environment turns highly changing and unpredictable, strategy formulation becomes 

unstable and gets into a constant change. 

1.1 Strategic thinking in Game theory and among other thinkers 

 Looking into Game theorists’ approach to strategy might help us see what causes this 

lack of clarity in strategy formulation. Here is why. Quite a big impact on the research 

of strategic thinking had a concept of Game Theory and its’ followers. People are a 

little skeptical when they see the word “game” an impression is that the concept is not 

of big or any importance and that it deals with small things like gambling or sports 

and people need something that will deal with “real” life problems such as 

relationships, business related issues etc. Followers of this concept use the word 

“game” when they refer to any situation that has at least to people and requires of 

those two people to think strategically. Furthermore, game theorists suggest that game 

of strategy is not a real game. (Dixit, Skeath, Reiley 2004) 

Game theory is a tool that helps us to understand strategic interactions among people 

or participants and see how they work. It focuses on strategic behavior of interacting 

people under different circumstances. This is the central theme of game theory, which 
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deals with decision situations where two rational opponents with conflicting 

objectives are trying to surpass one another. 

Even though we already have seen a down to earth definition of strategic thinking that 

game theorists have adopted – game theory it is a study of decision-making processes 

where several participants have to make choices that potentially affect the interests of 

the other players. Thus, this absence of universally adopted and used definition adds 

to the lack of clarity in strategy formulation process. Let us see what are the 

differences between game theorists definition of strategic thinking and other thinkers 

from different fields.  

Some thinkers like (Mintzberg, 1994) are describing strategic thinking as a distinct 

way of thinking that utilizes intuition and creativity. Goldman and others apply 

Mintzberg’s definition to a business context, suggesting that effective strategic 

thinking leads to competitive advantage. They suggest that Strategic thinking is an 

individual thinking activity that benefits the entire organization. The main purpose of 

such activity is to discover competitive strategies in order to position the organization 

significantly differently from the present. Strategic thinking is a type of thinking that 

contributes to broad, general concepts that focus on the future direction of an 

organization, based on anticipated environmental conditions. (Goldman, Cahill, Filho, 

2009) We see that unlike game theorists’ wider definition that focuses on interactions 

of at least two people and analysis of those interactions, Goldman’s and others 

definition focuses on individual aspects that are there for beneficial purposes of 

organization.  

1.2 Strategic thinking is not strategic planning 

Another problem that might add to the lack of clarity is that we often confuse strategic 

thinking with strategic planning. When we want to distinguish strategic thinking from 

strategic planning, Henry Mintzberg suggests that each requires different types of 

thinking. Strategic planning requires continuous, analytical processes; strategic 

thinking on the other hand emphasizes more intuitive and open-ended understanding. 

(Haycock, Cheadle, Bluestone, 2012) Goldman and others stress out that thinking 

strategically is not the same as preparing a strategic plan. Strategic plan is something 

where we find detailed tactics that should be taken to achieve goals and objectives. 

(Goldman, Cahill, Filho, 2009) In their work (Haycock, Cheadle, Bluestone, 2012) 

use one thinkers example, who looks into strategic thinking from a perspective of 
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military tactics, as a science that helps to choose a right maneuver to be in the most 

advantageous position. Thus when we use and apply his strategic thinking notion to 

business world, strategy becomes this exact maneuver for competitive success. This is 

exactly what game theorists try to teach us. These strategies or so-called maneuvers 

are results of interactions between people, interactions while playing the “game”.  

According to game theorists most games include chance, skill, and different kinds of 

strategies. For example, when we play double or nothing on the toss a coin game, 

where you cannot possibly know the outcome of the game, unless you are extremely 

good at tossing coins and getting heads or tails when needed. This is a pure chance 

game i.e. a 50/50 chance of winning. A hundred-yard dash is a game pure skill if one 

of the runners is physically stronger and faster than the others then he will win. We do 

not take into account if a runner is having a bad day for example because he is sick. 

Strategy is a skill of a different kind. Looking into the example of sports, in sport’s 

context, it is a part of the mental skill needed to play well. Here it is about the 

calculation of how best to use your physical skill and physical advantages. (Dixit, 

Skeath, Reiley, 2004)  

Let’s use an example of a game of football, which looks quite simple, in order to be 

good a player must develop a set of physical skills such as tackling, kicking, running, 

catching and throwing the ball. Knowing strengths and weaknesses of the team the 

coach chooses tactics that best exploit and use the skill set of his team and the other 

team’s weak side. E.g. coach needs to choose, which player should kick more, 

knowing the strength and accuracy of the particular’s player shot and that opposing 

team’s goalkeeper has problems with control of powerful shots. These uneasy 

calculations are the strategy of the coach not the plan. Of course football is a physical 

game that is played on the football field when managers and their assistants play the 

strategic game in the offices.  

Remembering the definition used by game theorists, when we look at the game of 

football we see that the coach of the opposing team is trying to predict your moves 

and outsmart you with his tactics. Thus, Game theory provides us analysis of these 

interactions. It contributes even more and progresses further. When you think 

carefully and analyze your actions before you act. When you are aware of your aims 

or preferences. When you are aware of any limitations or restrictions of your actions. 

When you choose your actions in a calculated way to do the best according to your 

own criteria it means that you are behaving rationally. This is where we see another 
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dimension added by Game theory to rational behavior – interaction with other equally 

rational decision makers. In other words, game theory is the science of rational 

behavior in interactive situations. (Dixit, Skeath, Reiley, 2004) 

1.3 Game theory and strategy formulation  

Game theory cannot teach us how to be the best strategist and to win in every “game” 

we participate. Never forget that someone on the other side could have read the same 

book with the same theory. However what it can do is to convey general concepts and 

principles of how we should think about strategic interactions. Each situation is 

unique in it’s own way; in order to come up with a perfect strategy we need to 

consider ideas and methods of calculation specific to our case. Good strategists mix 

the science game theory with their own experience one might say that game playing is 

as much art as science. (Dixit, Skeath, Reiley, 2004) 

Even with Game theory’s’ down to earth approach we still can see that the process of 

strategy formulation is still not quite clear. However we can see similarities with 

definitions that we have seen with other thinkers i.e. strategic thinking, being an 

individual thinking activity that is set for benefiting the organization like a good 

strategist who uses individual experience with general concepts to choose a right 

strategy that will benefit him in the end. 

The science structures many common principles that are quite typical to several 

contexts or applications. If we didn’t have general principles, we would have to work 

out from the beginning every new situation we encounter that requires strategic 

thinking. It can turn out to be very tricky thing to do in new areas of application. 

Example given by authors is easy to understand. When we have learned the “art” by 

playing games against parents and siblings when you were young and must now 

practice strategy in a real world against experienced business competitors. This is why 

the general principle of game theory is to give you a reference point, which can lay 

the path for you. With such foundation in place, you can carry on much more quickly 

and confidently to obtain and add to the situation - specific attributes or elements of 

the art to your thinking and action. (Dixit, Skeath, Reiley, 2004) 

1.4 Game theorists’ application and approaches to strategy 

Avinash Dixit and others point out two approaches that might help and often used to 

study strategy: the case study approach and the alternative approach. These two 
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approaches are just a foundation as we have seen that using game theory doesn’t give 

us an upper hand in each strategic situation. These approaches are something that we 

can use to juxtapose our own situation to. We will see support of this point when 

analyzing results of case study later in this paper.  

Case study approach 

It is often used in business schools. It consists of reading a great number of chosen 

examples that are close to our experience as newbies in strategy making. In those 

examples basic principles of strategic thinking and strategic games are illustrated. The 

idea of this approach is when the time to face a real strategic situation comes we 

should be able to see parallel with one of these examples. That can help to come up 

with a proper strategy to a specific situation. However there is one problem with this 

approach, each strategic situation is different and unique in its way and to find a 

solution to each one of them we need an enormous amount of examples. (Dixit, 

Skeath, Reiley, 2004) 

Alternative approach 

It is often used in academic disciplines. It consists of looking into general concepts 

behind the examples. It establishes a “theory of strategic action namely, formal game 

theory.” The idea here is that when we face a real strategic situation we might recall 

which principle applies to this particular case. Even though we might be able to learn 

the theory and see the patterns in different examples, yet the theory itself can be 

presented in abstracted mathematical manner without sufficient amount of examples. 

This makes it hard for newcomers to simply understand the theory or connect it with 

real life situation. (Dixit, Skeath, Reiley, 2004) 

However after looking into those two approaches deeper we stumble upon another 

clarity problem. To be able to formulate a proper strategy we either need to have read 

tons of stories and hope that our case will somehow be alike. Or using theory we will 

somehow be able to understand strategic actions and interactions of particular 

situation. 

Furthermore there is another problem concerning game theory. Many organizations 

still haven’t come to terms with it and haven’t started using Game theory as a basis of 

looking into decision-making processes and analyzing interactions. Reeves and 

Wittenburg (2015) claim that strategic games are still a taboo in many organizations, 

because of the word “game” that leadership sees as something rather disturbing the 

working process than something that can help and improve strategic skills. Today, 
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almost everything is digitized, thus now more than ever games can give leaders of 

companies an advantage over their competition i.e. games can help leaders to improve 

strategy skills. According to Reeves and Wittenburg there are two reasons why there 

is such a high need for the strategic games today.  

First of all, as we will see throughout our paper a business environment is vey 

unstable and can change in a moment, thus when engaging in strategic games, 

organizations have an opportunity to run various kinds of strategies and see what the 

payoff of each strategy will be, making games a training ground for companies. 

Second reason is that today strategic games are much more sophisticated and effective 

than they ever were, meaning that today in the world full of gadgets and internet 

strategic games can be easily obtained and implemented within any company. 

(Reeves, Wittenburg, 2015) 

Why strategy games are good not only for leaders of companies, but for employees 

also? Authors give us examples of the games to show where Game theory and 

strategic games come together. 

Main point of the first game is when we implement an imperfect strategy in the real 

world we cannot undo it so we have to face the consequences. However when we 

apply imperfect strategy in the gaming sphere, the only thing left to do is to learn a 

lesson and be sure that we will never implement such faulty strategy in the future. 

Strategy games that are managed well with clear instructions and specified purpose of 

each game e.g. a particular game focuses on strategy implementation methods, can 

not only help also benefit any company, because they can target problematic areas of 

the organization and as a result we can see an existing problem after the game is 

finished. (Reeves, Wittenburg, 2015) 

An example given by authors is a game called “People Express”. It is a business 

simulator that gives players an opportunity to look into a perspective on starting and 

managing an airline. Players are supposed to make strategic decisions in specified 

periods of time. They always receive feedback from past decisions on: how to grow 

fast, how prices should be set and how to advertise aggressively.  

Main point of the second game is that interactive part tends to provoke thoughts 

within players, because when participating players can make analysis of the 

surrounding environment, make an important decision, provide a strategy and in the 

end reflect upon the upshot. Playing with or against others helps train a range of 
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game-theoretic skills: wisely choosing one’s actions based on anticipated competitive 

reactions over a multiple-period time horizon. (Reeves, Wittenburg 2015)  

An example to prove the claims is a game where utility company used role playing 

and divided into two teams: competitors and regulators. Each team’s aim was to make 

a decision on pricing and investment. They also had to implement a new business 

model, while waiting and reacting to the actions of each other. The game included 

cooperative interactions between teams in order to attempt and agree on different 

matters. For players improvement of staying alert and flexible environment changes 

were incorporated. This interactive element helped players to get into shoes of both 

competitors and regulators for a better understanding of the world from their 

perspective. 

Third game shows us the importance of the analyzing the situation. Here as an 

example serves a game called “Your Strategy Needs a Strategy”. This game features 

short rounds of game play in completely different environments. It provides a running 

commentary on how the player is performing. Also there is a leader board, which 

gives an opportunity to make comparisons across players and see who is the best.  

Lastly, final game’s point is that things that are anticipated, but haven’t taken place in 

real life can be tested to see the reaction and the outcome. Thus making it easier to be 

prepared or to adapt faster to any unexpected problem that might occur in the future. 

If used appropriately, games can serve as some kind of vaccination and help 

organizations build strategic skills in a timely, cost effective and focused manner – 

which is more than important in today’s always changing market environment. 

(Reeves, Wittenburg 2015) 

The game used as example here is called “The Settlers of Catan” an old school board 

game, which according to the founder of LinkedIn (a business-oriented social 

networking service) Reid Hoffman most closely estimates entrepreneurial strategies. 

It requires from player to cooperate and exchange different resources to gather points, 

when the random roll of the dice causes the environment to be changed constantly, so 

players have to adjust their strategies continuously.  

We see now that Game Theory and strategy games can be used in different levels to 

predict or describe the final result of a strategy. They can look into the reasons of a 

particular result to a strategy. Also they can be used to show a particular type of 

situation with its associated strategies and suggest optimal strategies for the future. 
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1.5 Dealing with analytical data 

Mintzberg (1976) claims that to him, unlike game theorists’ suggestions and claims 

that a player is rational and interactions should be between equally rational players. 

Mintzberg says that planners, who are trying to plan a new strategy, should do so 

under special circumstances – when an organization finds itself in a stable 

environment and doesn’t have use for a very innovative strategy, he suggests that only 

then the development of well-structured strategic plans may be in order. However, 

when organization finds itself in unstable environment or the organization sees a need 

in executing a new innovative strategy, strategic planning then may turn out to be a 

wrong approach in thinking of a new strategy.  

In his second point game theorists way of thinking is visible that is analysis of 

interactions as one of the core points in their thinking. Mintzberg claims that in order 

to have an effective decision making at the level of policy pushing we should have 

good analytical data. After having good analytical data it is then up to strategy 

thinkers and planners to make sure that top management and leaders receive this 

analysis. It is a huge problem, that adds to the problem of clarity, because since 

strategy can be formulated on different levels and people, who are responsible for 

implementation of any strategy are leaders. It is hard to track how this process from 

receiving the information from employees and actual implementation of strategy goes.  

Mintzberg thinks that even though managers and leaders are very effective at 

acquiring soft information such as values, opinions, and perceptions. Nonetheless the 

problem here is that they are inclined to understate analytical data that is often 

important as well. Thus it is important for strategy makers and planners to not 

underestimate the value of this analytical data and how important to convey this 

analysis to the top for leaders and managers. However like in game theory in this 

analysis and creation of strategy the analysis itself should not be the only thing, an 

important role is in self experience, which is gained during the life or by playing 

different sorts of strategy games. (Mintzberg, 1976)  

 

It seems that it is quite obvious why there is no clarity in strategy formulation process. 

There is no unity as such on the concept of strategic thinking itself. Even the down to 

earth approach of game theorists like Avinash Dixit and others does not help, because 

once again there is down side to it. Each strategic situation is very unique in its’ own 

way and we cannot be prepared for each of them. Two approaches of game theorists 
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prove this point. Even if we read as many strategic examples the uniqueness of each 

strategic situation makes it harder to juxtapose it with examples that we have learned 

in past. People use different sides of strategic thinking in attempt to find a universal 

idea of how it can be formulated. The biggest problem here is that it cannot be done 

without understanding the structure and the process of this thinking.  

    

2. Structure and process of strategic thinking 

Strategic thinkers always have to make a decision based on the experience and 

knowledge they have. The question here is how in the situation requiring to make a 

strategic decision a strategic thinker makes this call?  

Game Theory suggests that each player of the “game” usually has a finite or an 

infinite number of alternatives or strategies. Every pair of strategies is associated with 

some kind of a payoff that one player receives from the other player as a result of 

interaction. Thus we have a zero-sum game where one player’s gain indicates an 

equal loss of the other player. (Amitabh, Saray, 2007) 

Nonetheless when it comes to real business situations most of the interactions are not 

zero sum games. Moreover there are usually more than two players, where each 

player has his own set of strategic alternatives. Game theory can be useful in the 

context of the business environment, strategic choice results not only from an analysis 

of the eventualities of all aspects of business life such as: political, social, economic, 

technological and legal environment. On top of that acknowledgment about the 

competitor’s strategic choices that competition is likely going to make. Also strategic 

choice consists of looking for a new vision. (Amitabh, Saray, 2007) 

2.1 Various approaches to the structure and process of strategic thinking 

In his article Fairholm (2009) gives a number of approaches that might benefit to our 

understanding of strategic thinking.  

The first approach is called - “The What-How Approach”. A question “how” is 

typical for thinking before acting and thinking about acting. “The What-How 

Approach” basically requires from us that we should be very clear on what we are to 

do in the context of present external and internal affairs. It also asks from us to come 

up with a plan and create a system to monitor what we are to do in case we do 

something wrong.  
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In business world businessmen have various tools to help them seize their ideas and 

specify the focus. These tools are for example: SWOT analysis i.e. Strengths, 

Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats, or PESTLE analysis i.e. Political, Economic, 

Social, Technological, Legal, and Environmental. We see a similarity between this 

approach and game theory, which uses analytic data of eventualities that are used in 

PESTLE analysis for example. Being aware of such information, an organization can 

find out what its comparative advantage is, how to position itself in surrounding 

environment in any market. (Fairholm, 2009) 

The second approach Fairholm (2009) mentions is - “The What-Why-How 

Approach”. Once again this approach is quite similar to game theorists way of 

thinking. Strategic thinking in itself is about standing in the way of the “whats” that 

may arise in the future. Asking why they might or may not occur and creating a 

strategy adjusting to such occurrences if they happen. Such approach requires the 

creation of a vision based on all of these assumptions and analytical data. Vision is a 

description of what organization would like to achieve in the future, a guide, which 

helps to choose current and future actions. (BusinessDictionary) Same as game 

theorists’ idea that strategic choice consists of making a push towards a new vision. 

Questions like “What sort of business are you now?” and “What sort of business do 

you want to be in the future?” is the foundation of this approach. (Fairholm, 2009)  

This approach is involved with predicting or making a forecast of what is to be 

expected in potential future. Furthermore these potential future assumptions are later 

on chosen and transformed in the new vision or mission that anticipates specified 

goals. Mission is an organization’s purpose that usually stays unchanged over time. 

(BusinessDictionary) The organization is then clear on what it wants to be and why 

and is in a better position to plan the proper implementation or tactical plan to 

accomplish the mission and achieve the objectives that flow from it. (Fairholm, 2009) 

Fairholm’s last approach is called - “The Why-What-How Approach”. Strategic 

thinking is an ability of people to understand that the world may not always work in 

continuous, orderly manner. Organizations and people, who work in those 

organizations, especially those who lead should be able to be flexible and agile when 

they react to a change in the surrounding environment. This approach again is visible 

in the ideas of game theorists, who too see the importance in adjustment to dynamic 

environment. The significance of the ability to be able to adjust has been 

demonstrated in strategy games such as “The Settlers of Catan” game (where players 
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had to adjust their strategies to constant changing environment). Mintzberg (1976) 

adds to the perspective of game theorists by claiming that strategic thinking is about 

synthesis. He says that leaders usually synthesize the data they are given rather than 

analyze it. It involves intuition and creativity. Strategy making is not an isolated 

process. Strategy creation for him consists of all that is happening within the company 

things like mission establishment, vision establishment etc. and outside of the 

company for example PESTLE analysis or analysis of eventualities surrounding the 

business.  

Summing up these approaches we can see that there is a need to understand why 

things function the way the do. Knowledge of companies is rather based on of what 

motivates people to do one thing or the other, understanding relationships within the 

company and between companies, then from agendas or forecasts. With a better 

understanding of the “whys” of social and organizational interaction, we then can 

draw a much clearer picture of what is the best way for us to do things; also what we 

could, can, and cannot do, within those contexts. With a better grasp of “whats” we 

become much more significant in terms of shaping up individual and organizational 

behavior, because they are based on individual and organizational values. Finally with 

a better comprehension of the “hows” we can stay more aware, more practical. 

(Fairholm, 2009) 

2.2 Strategy from different perspectives 

In the textbook of Gerry Johnson, Kevan Scholes, Richard Whittington (2005) the 

strategy is viewed from three perspectives: strategy as design, strategy as ideas and 

strategy as experience.  

Strategy as design is one of the most common views on how strategy should be 

created. When you sit down and consider all the pros and cons, then with a help of 

analysis and careful evaluation set up the right path for your strategy. It is a common 

view that this kind of thinking should come from the top and the encouragement for 

this kind of thinking should be from top managers. (Johnson, Scholes, Whittington, 

2005) Strategic thinking that comes from leaders is considered to be as the main 

driver of organization thinking process. If managers are unable to implement strategic 

thinking it can lead to serious obstacles within the company. (Asiya, Kazmia, 

Naaranojab, 2015) 
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Strategy as ideas is viewed as a phenomenon, taking place not inside company’s walls 

but rather outside. With diversification within the organization and outside, there is a 

potential that new ideas might occur. However in this case strategy is not seen as 

something that should be coming from the top, but rather from daily interactions 

between people and their reaction towards the unstable environment. Here the top is 

like a puppet master, who if able to see the right direction have an ability to create 

these exact conditions. (Johnson, Scholes, Whittington, 2005) 

Strategy as experience is a view on future strategic decisions that company will 

sooner or later have to make. This view is based on the experience of the top 

managers and strategies that company used in the past. It is influenced by the idea that 

company’s new strategy should be following the steps of the strategies used in the 

past. (Johnson, Scholes, Whittington, 2005) 

2.3 Development of strategic thinking and importance of reflection 

Strategic thinking is sometimes viewed as a skill that anyone can learn. This 

assumption doesn’t go into the other direction with game theorists assumptions – as 

long as you are behaving rationally and your opponent behaves rationally you can be 

a part of the “game”.  So can we develop it? Haycock, Cheadle, and Bluestone (2012) 

try to look into this problem. They come to Julia Sloan’s concept of personal 

attributions that we should have in order to be able to think strategically. We should 

have an imagination, have a broad perspective on things – be able to get rid of 

narrow-mindedness, have the ability to deal with things over which you have no 

control such as adjustment to a change in environment surrounding you and have an 

unshakable desire to win, working hard towards the goal. Sloan sees these attributes 

as ones that can be developed, putting strategic thinking within reach of any with the 

inclination to achieve it. (Sloan, 2006)  

Thus meaning that if we are able to train this attributes and able to think strategically, 

then we should be able to choose among various strategies, visions or missions the 

one that will turn out to be the winning strategy of the game. Julia Sloan views 

strategic learning process as a three-stage cyclic process: First cycle is preparation. 

This preparation should consist of to elements: affective element - a reason and the 

emotional readiness to proceed with learning and cognitive element such as 

information gathering to see new possibilities, verify and test them. Second cycle is 

experience. It consists of analysis of current situation - perspective, ability to apply 
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experience that we had in past to the new situations in the future. The last point is 

ability to reflect - ability to make transformation of experience into learning. Final 

cycle is reevaluation. It should be critical and assessing in order to begin the process 

again. (Sloan, 2006)  

Vermeulen (2015) gives an interesting idea on how to look at strategy. His view or 

approach gives a more understandable way of how to look at structure and process of 

strategic thinking. The main objective here is quite simple. If we ask anyone in any 

company a simple “How are you?” the common response will be “Occupied” or 

“Busy”. We will rarely hear “I’m very well, thanks for asking”. Vermeulen claims 

that this happens because it is almost a rule in any organization that their employees 

supposed to be vey busy or at least make an impression as if they are busy. Despite 

this urge to be constantly occupied there is a huge need to stop and make up some 

time for thinking and evaluating the work done. The urge to stop is higher when you 

are in charge of the entire company or a unit of people. One thing that we can be sure 

of is that thinking is the basis of any strategy and the importance cannot be taken for 

granted. Again we can clearly see that if we juxtapose Vermeulen’s idea with game 

theorists type of thinking patterns of similarity are visible. Game theory provides 

analysis after each strategy game or interaction. Those many analyses are exactly 

what Vermeulen’s idea is - stopping and reflecting on the work that has been done, on 

the game that has been played. This idea also connects with Sloan’s idea on three-

cycle strategic learning process - preparation where you look for new possibilities, 

experience where you learn from your work and reevaluation.  

Mintzberg (1985) describes strategy as being very emergent, because usually it 

happens to be not the result of a strategic plan, but a result of a response to an 

unexpected event. This is not an unusual matter, organizations very often engage into 

new activities; go into new markets as a response of adjustment to a changing 

environment. Thus, this is why it is important for managers and leaders to take a 

pause and reflect on what have happened, why it happened and how we can learn 

from it. They need to systematically analyze and carefully think it through, and make 

adjustments where necessary. (Vermeulen, 2015) 

We have already seen that Game Theory can be used in different levels to foresee or 

make clear the outcome of a strategy used. Look into the reasons of a particular 

outcome of any strategy. Explain why particular situation had particular strategy and 

suggest strategy for the future.  
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Game theory motivates us to ask a “Why did it happen?” question when we look into 

upshots of events. Whenever there is a situation that requires decision-making game 

theory provides the basis of understanding this situation.  

Other use lies in forecasting. When trying to predict the future situation where more 

than one decision makers are involved in strategic interaction. In such situation game 

theory provides a glance into actions that are anticipated and consequences of those 

actions that result in outcomes. Although prediction is possible, yet it is hard because 

to be able to predict strategies we need to be aware of every detail. The last use of 

game theory is in suggestion or instruction. With game theory we can suggest one of 

the sides which of the various strategies can be fruitful and generate fine results or 

which ones can be an utter devastation if used. 

2.4 Leadership and strategy creation process 

In another of his many works Mintzberg (1976) shows how human brain works and 

how this can be applied to our problem. Looking into leaders, who usually are the 

main link in the business chain of any organization. If we watch them closely we 

might be able to see how strategy is born. Even have more understanding of what is 

the process and its’ structure.  

First of all we need to have a better understanding of who is the leader? According to 

business dictionary these people are individuals who are the leaders in an 

organization, regarded collectively. Leadership - is an activity of leading a group of 

people or an organization or the ability to do this.  

However, leadership goes beyond leading people and inspiring them to reach a fixed 

goal. It also involves of a leader to be able to set up a clear vision. When the vision is 

established leaders should be able to share that vision with others so that they will 

follow willingly. Moreover leader should also be able to provide the data, knowledge 

and methods to make that vision a reality.  

Mintzberg’s observation points out that leaders favored the verbal media of 

communication, especially meetings, over the written forms, namely reading and 

writing. His main objective here is that meetings can give you much more than any 

written document. In meetings you see a person and judge him by facial expressions, 

body language and voice tone. Also it is a real time conversation where you can share 

information faster.  
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In addition to that it is quite interesting to look at the content of managers’ 

information, and at what they do with it. Here we see a similarity with what we have 

discussed in the first part of our paper. Information that strategists and strategic 

thinkers pass to the leaders is very important. Mintzberg claims that huge amount of 

the manager’s data is soft, which is hard to measure because it consists of opinions 

and values of other people. Furthermore, the very analytical data such as reports, 

documents, and hard data - facts and numbers, seem to have small relevance to the 

leaders. (Mintzberg, 1976)  

According to Mintzberg managers usually synthesize information, not analyze it. This 

information helps them see a broader picture of the surrounding environment. Same 

idea as Julia Sloan suggests in developing strategic thinking or that of game theorists 

when making a strategic choice. Judging from Mintzberg observation that managers 

prefer verbal communication to everything we see how strategy games within 

organizations can help not only leaders, who will be able to not only witness the 

game, but be a part of it. Moreover for employees, who will be able to see how 

leaders synthesize the information from the game.  

Another consequence of the verbal nature of the manager’s information is that the 

leader is supposed to be the best-informed member of the organization. Unfortunately 

it is not always easy for leaders to spread their information to employees. Therefore, 

when a manager overloaded with work finds a new task that needs doing, he faces a 

dilemma: he must either delegate the task without the background information or 

simply do the task himself, neither of which is satisfactory if we should remember 

importance of stopping and reflecting on what has been done. (Mintzberg, 1976) 

Mintzberg points out a big problem, which adds to the problem of how managers are 

supposed to choose from various strategies that all seem attractive, but only one will 

be the best and most beneficial. Also he outlines that we have little knowledge about 

top managers’ positions themselves. Meaning that some positions within the company 

such as: leader, liaison and disturbance handler – are of some mystery to us. Leader is 

about manager’s attitude towards personal. Although there is no evidence of why 

people follow the leader and how the leader leads. Liaison is about manager’s ability 

to create a network of connections outside of the organization. This network serves as 

an information structure. Finally, a disturbance handler is a manager’s role to cope 

with critical situations and crises that arise in his organization. He makes decisions 

under pressure. (Mintzberg, 1976) 
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His last point on strategy offers us to look into an organization that has no strategy 

and no idea how to handle its environment. An organization is in crisis and all it has 

left is to deal with each new problem that arises along the way. This situation is usual 

for a company whose strategy doesn’t work anymore and cannot be mended. 

Furthermore no new strategy has been employed. The question author asks is how 

new strategy can be created; bearing in mind that environment lets a new strategy to 

be emerged. A strategy can be made clear; it can be announced as what the 

organization intends to do in the future, only when the vision is fully figured out. The 

same point that we have seen in game theorists ideas. Often, of course, it happens to 

be figured out for one person only - a leader, who then needs to spread his idea of 

vision to the rest of the organization. (Mintzberg, 1976)  

 

This chapter showed us that in order to make a final decision on which strategy 

company should be pursuing leaders need to establish clear vision of the company, its 

mission and of course have dedicated some time on paying closer attention to the 

analysis after another round of the “game” is finished. Having all this information 

should help leaders see what is the best strategy for shirt-term period and possibly for 

a long-term period as well. We have also seen similarities in approaches to the 

structure and process of strategic thinking with game theory. Especially the view the 

game theorists’ have on idea that strategic choice consists of making a push towards a 

new vision and of course an important role of any leader to convey his vision for the 

future to the rest of the organization. He needs to do it as clearly as possible so there 

will be no mistakes. 

 

3. A model of strategic thinking 

Strategic thinking is a very complicated matter. In the last two chapters we attempted 

to look into two sides of it. Why there is a lack of clarity when we come to strategy 

formulation process. And what are the structure and the process of strategic thinking. 

Understanding this type of thinking requires more. We need to see how strategic 

thinking is structured. How it is built and what is the framework. In this chapter we 

will attempt to visualize a model of strategic thinking. There is not much research 

done in this particular area, however there are a few notable ideas. 

We already have seen that according to game theorists type of thinking judging from 

previous chapters, strategic thinking requires creativity and innovation in generating 
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alternative strategic choices. However more importantly, it also shows a necessity in 

exercising a choice from amongst alternatives, while we keep in mind the choices that 

are going to be exercised by all the other players that are present in the business 

situation. 

3.1 Means of thinking strategically 

Fairholm (2009) introduces five statements that according to him help us see the 

structure of what it means to think strategically. For him in order to think strategically 

one must be an organizational philosopher, not a technical expert. What it means to be 

an organizational philosopher, not a technical expert? People like organizational 

philosophers like to study their companies, learn everything they can about it. They 

tend to know all the conditions in which the company is and be aware of all 

interactions within the company. There is only one reason why organizational 

philosophers want to know all there is to know about the companies, so they can draw 

all the parallels and make action patterns visible to them in order to influence and 

guide the employees towards the best way of resources use. One also should be able 

to recognize strategic planning is not strategic thinking. It happens to be that strategic 

thinkers are better in distinguishing thinking from planning and strategy from tactics. 

According to the author they are able to acknowledge the difference between “How 

approach” and “What-Why-How approach” that we have seen in the previous chapter 

of our work. Moreover they mainly act based on this distinction. For them strategic 

planning it is all about authority, predictions and analysis. 

Also Mintzberg (1994) points out couple of fallacies: 

First is the fallacy of prediction, the assumption that we can actually be in control of 

events through a structured process that involved people engaged in creative or even 

routine work. Strategic thinking acknowledges that more uncertainty exists in 

organizational life than management has been ready to admit in the past. Second is the 

fallacy of detachment or objectivity. It assumes that we are able to split up the 

planning from the doing. There is still a continuing idea that we can plan something 

free from the experience of doing it. Strategic thinking uses such an integration of 

organizational activity and planning so they both able to inform each other. 

(Mintzberg, 1994) 

To think strategically one must influence the values of the organization, not just the 

objectives. Why we should influence the values of the organization, not just the 
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objectives? He claims that strategy consists of mission, objectives, key result areas, 

long and short-term goals, plans, and tactics. All these terms are of some essence to 

the management of the organization, but they are also concepts that reflect many of 

the false assumptions found in the Mintzberg’s fallacies that we have seen above, 

such as the ability to control and or be able to predict. However management as an 

organizational technology needs such assumptions, because it needs to have some 

kind of control or authority and ability to predict. Perhaps this is where it is easiest to 

see why strategic thinking is linked more to leadership as an organizational 

technology than it is to management. (Fairholm, 2009) 

Another idea for us in order to think strategically is to let the information loose, rather 

than control it. Why it is important for information to be free of control? Each 

organization like each strategic situation is unique in its way. Companies are tied in 

their ranges and purposes, yet at the same time there is a constant interaction with 

outside companies. Strategic thinking in this sense is about preserving organization’s 

uniqueness over periods of time, while being changed and adapting to meet future 

needs. 

3.2 Game theorists’ approach and strategic model 

Game theory offers us its own idea how model of strategic thinking might look. As a 

mathematical tool for the decision-maker the advantage of game theory is the 

approach it provides for looking into structure and analysis of problems connected 

with strategic choice. The process of formally modeling a situation as a game requires 

the decision-maker to calculate clearly the players and their strategic options. Also it 

requires considering the preferences that they might have and their reactions. The 

discipline involved in constructing such a model already has the potential of 

providing the decision-maker with a clearer and wider view of the situation. This is 

another application of game theory “prescriptive application”. The goal here is to 

improve strategic decision-making. (Turocy, von Stengel, 2001) 

The main target of study in game theory is the game itself. The game in itself is a 

model of a strategic situation. Usually we have games that involve more than one 

player, if the game has only one player it is usually called a decision problem. 

(Turocy, von Stengel, 2001) In the game we have players, players have preferences, 

they have information, strategic actions are available to them and finally how all these 

aspects influence the end result.  
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Games can be usually narrated at different levels of detail. A coalitional or 

cooperative game is a high-level description i.e. it specifies only what payoffs each 

potential group can get with the cooperation of its representatives. However what is 

not made clear is the procedure how the coalition or potential group forms. (Turocy, 

von Stengel, 2001) Give an example, where the players represent several parties in 

parliament. Each party has a different strong point, which is based judging on the 

number of seats occupied by the representatives of that party. The game describes 

which coalitions of parties can form a majority, but does not describe, for example, 

the negotiation procedures through which an agreement to vote all together is 

achieved. (Turocy, von Stengel, 2001) 

In contrast, when we talk about noncooperative games, then game theory is concerned 

more with the analysis of strategic choices that players make. The paradigm of 

noncooperative game theory is that the details of the ordering and timing of players’ 

choices are crucial to determining the outcome of a game. The term “noncooperative” 

in this area of game theory clearly models the process of players making choices only 

out of their own interest. (Turocy, von Stengel, 2001) However cooperation usually 

occurs in noncooperative examples of games, when players think that cooperation is 

in their own best interests. 

Various levels and areas of game theory also vary in their assumptions. We have 

already seen in previous two chapters of our paper that a central assumption in many 

variations of game theory is that the players are rational. A rational player is one who 

always chooses an action, which helps him to achieve the outcome he most prefers 

taking into account what he thinks his opponents will do. The goal of game-theoretic 

analysis in these branches, then, is to predict how rational players will play the game, 

or to give a suggestion on how best to play the game against opponents who are 

rational. (Turocy, von Stengel, 2001) 

3.3 Different strategic models 

Some consider that there are strategic thinking capabilities that we can learn. 

Returning to Julia Sloan again, who has created a model of strategic thinking, which 

is a cycle that consists of a series of actions. First idea is that instead of saying no, we 

should be asking a question. Second idea that questions that we ask should be deep 

such as questions about meaningful things like “How the vision was created?” “What 

eventualities were considered in a process?” etc. instead of “What is the vision of 
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your company?” Sloan’s third part of the cycle is all, new or old thoughts, feelings 

and new questions - should be recorded in a journal. Next part of the cycle is taking 

time to jotting down all the feelings that are attached to our thinking and reflecting on 

the things that actually cause or provoke new questions or feelings. Another idea is 

instead of writing down some new strategy ideas we should draw them or design i.e. 

this evokes our creativity processes. Final peace of Sloan’s cycle is a suggestion to 

write or tell similarities that demonstrate our assumptions and opinions about 

problems that strategy may have. (Sloan, 2006) Sloan highlights that in order for this 

model to work we must repeat the cycle over and over. 

We continue with a researcher Jeanee Liedtka, attempted to come up with a better 

understandable model of strategic thinking, even though it is quite hard to do so, 

because any attempt at implementing strategic thinking within the organizational 

processes is disrupted with the lack of a working model of strategic thinking itself. 

(Amitabh, Sahay, 2007) 

Liedtka portrays strategic thinking as a highly creative, innovative, and non-

traditional way of thinking. Strategic thinking should be viewed as a main concept for 

creating and maintaining competitive advantage. It is a tool to get done what most 

leadership competencies are trying to do - move their organizations forward, 

introduce innovation, make organization more efficient and boost organization’s 

productivity. Strategic thinking is commonly deployed in areas of problem solving 

and decision-making and with thought to visualizing the company’s future. (Liedtka 

1998) Again we see that wherever we go in the range of strategic thinking ideas of 

different thinkers always have similarities with the ideas of game theorists. Liedtka 

has similar views on analysis that we have already witnessed in previous chapters.  

What do we learn from analysis of strategic thinking? To Liedtka analyses provide a 

look into common themes about how ideas are connected among each other and how 

the future possibilities are considered. Liedtka’s strategic thinking model of 

interrelated attributes in order to get rid of critical judgment that shows the process of 

creative thinking looks like this: 

First is the so-called systems perspective, where strategic thinking is used to reflect on 

systems or comprehensive view that looks into the process how the different parts of 

the organization influence each other.  

Second part of the model is called intent-focused, where strategic thinking delivers a 

sense of direction. The continuous forming and re-forming of the goal that drives it.  
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Third part of the model is called thinking in time, where strategic thinking is not 

solely concentrated on the future prospects, but by the gap between the today’s reality 

and the goal for the future.  

The next part of the model is hypothesis driven, where the main activity of strategic 

thinking is to produce a hypothesis and test it. When testing strategic thinking asks the 

creative question “What if?” followed by the critical question “If then?” 

The final part of the model is called intelligent opportunism, where strategic thinking 

summons the capacity to be intelligently opportunistic or not reject the new 

experience, allowing one to take advantage of alternative strategies that may emerge 

in a rapidly changing environment. (Liedtka, 1998) 

First attribute creates a possibility for the organization to rethink and restructure its 

actions for a better productivity and fruitfulness.  

Second attribute is all about keeping the company concentrated and more purposeful. 

Trying to avoid disturbance from rivals and developing a better ability of decision-

making and strategy implementation is the idea behind the third attribute. Forth 

attribute points out the importance of generating hypothesis and testing it using both 

creative and critical thinking. The last attribute is about being able to see the 

opportunity. Environment of any company changes constantly and rapidly, so being 

able to see the upcoming changes and use it in your company’s advantage is quite 

significant.  

3.4 Four questions of leadership 

Vermeulen suggests that every leader should ask himself four fundamental questions. 

These four questions create a model for leaders of how to look at their companies. 

First question is “What does not fit?” Managers should ask themselves do new 

businesses and new environment that company move into come together as one? The 

main problem here is that apart from one another new business can look very 

attractive and new environment as well, however important thing is that they can 

work together, because if they don’t then strategic decision was wrong. 

Second question is “What would an outsider do?” Companies sometimes can miss 

the very important point. When a company changed it’s vision, mission or strategy for 

taking over a new niche in the market and now one of these three attributes is old and 

needs to be reviewed and renewed, because it stopped being as fruitful as it used to be 
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due to new competition on the market for example. Thus asking what will an outsider 

change in your company is important.  

Another question is “Is my organization agreeing with my strategy?” Vermeulen 

demonstrates this question on the example of Al West, who is the founder and CEO 

of SEI (the wealth management company that, at the time, was worth $195 million) 

He once ended up in a hospital bed for about three months after a skiing accident. 

Without anything else to do he decided to take this opportunity and reflect on his 

company’s past, present and future. Even though their key strategy was innovation he 

came to realization that organizational structure within the company was horrible. 

After recovery and his return he slashed bureaucracy, implemented a team structure, 

and abandoned many company rules. The company started growing rapidly and is 

now worth about $8 billion. (Vermeulen, 2015) 

The last question is “What might be the long-term consequences?” Often leaders 

look into short-term consequences of the current or to be implemented strategy. 

Nonetheless a true strategist will not only look into short-term consequences, but 

cover long-term consequences as well. This is what strategy games teach us - to be 

flexible and always ready to adjust to any change if the change will occur. However, 

for many strategic actions, the long-term effects may be different, because each 

strategic situation is unique. When leaders start a new strategy or practice, it is of 

course impossible to measure such long-term consequences based on forecasts rather 

than actual results; however, they can always think them through. Actions often have 

different effects in the short and long run. (Vermeulen, 2015)  

Thus from asking this questions leaders can establish a model of strategic thinking for 

themselves and using this model they can see what for example the vision should be 

pursuing or what should be changed in the company.  

3.5 Examples of game theorist models 

Game theorists claim that when one decides how he should act towards the other (it 

can be a group of people, an organization or just one person) there must be a cross-

effect of their actions i.e. whatever we do it must have an influence on the outcome of 

the opposite side. However when we talk about a strategic game there has to be an 

interaction. For it to be complete we need a reciprocal awareness of this cross-effect. 

When we know that what the other person does affects us we then know this, that we 

can react to his actions, or take actions in advance to get ahead of the bad effects other 
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player’s future actions may have on us and to make easy any good effects or even 

take advance actions so as to change other player’s future reactions to our advantage. 

If we know that the other person knows that what we do affects him, we are aware 

that he will be taking similar actions. (Dixit, Skeath, Reiley, 2004) For game theorists 

it is the essential part of any strategy. This reciprocal awareness of actions and 

attempts of prevention or even turning actions directed towards you to your 

advantage. These interactions are exactly why we call it a strategic game. Mutual 

awareness of both players that their decisions on actions may affect the other player in 

one way or the other yet making those decisions with no concern for other player’s 

response. However there is one rule. Unless there are two players and each one of 

them makes a response to what the other does (or what he anticipates from him to do), 

it is not a game.  

Game theory shows us that a lot of situations that begin as an interaction of hundreds 

eventually turn out be an interaction between just a few. Dixit, Skeath, Reiley (2004) 

give us two beautiful examples:  

First they offer to consider commitment. When you think about building a house, you 

are free to choose one of several dozen contractors in your area, the contractor on the 

other hand can similarly choose from several potential customers. There appears to be 

a neutral market. When each side made a final choice, the customer has to pay an 

initial partial payment and the builder buys some materials for the plan of this 

particular house. The two become bound to each other, away from the market. Their 

relationship becomes reciprocal. This is the part where strategy enters the picture. 

When the builder may attempt to get away with a job badly done or may put off 

things and be behind the schedule as a result. On the other hand the client may 

attempt to delay payment of the next partial payment. Thus, it seems that their initial 

contract has to be prepared for their individual incentives and specify schedule of 

installments of payments that are bound to successive steps in the completion of the 

project. Even then, some adjustments have to be made after the fact, and these 

adjustments bring in new elements of strategy. (Dixit, Skeath, Reiley, 2004) 

Other example that authors offers us to consider private information. Thousands of 

farmers look for the way to borrow money for their initial spending on machinery, 

seed, fertilizer etc. Today hundreds of banks exist who have the power to lend to 

them. However now the market for such loans is not neutral. In this situation a farmer, 

who wants to borrow with good farming skills that puts in a lot of effort will be more 
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likely to be successful and will repay the loan on time with no delays. When a less-

skilled farmer who wants to borrow may fail at farming and then fail to pay the loan. 

The risk of non-payment is highly personalized, because it is not the market or bank, 

who fails to make a payment, but individual borrowers who do so. Therefore each 

bank will have to view its lending relation with each individual borrower as a separate 

game. It will look for security from each borrower or will investigate each borrower’s 

creditworthiness. And the farmer at the same time will look for ways to convince the 

bank of his quality as a borrower, the bank will look for effective ways of finding out 

the truth of the farmer’s claims. (Dixit, Skeath, Reiley, 2004)  

 

In this chapter we have seen that a model of strategic thinking can be visible through 

the two examples of game theorists that we have seen at the end. The biggest problem 

with the model itself is that strategic thinking is lacking some universal principles, 

from which this model can be drawn. Yet game theory gives us a better understanding 

of the situation. However a problem with Liedtka’s model is that elements of strategic 

thinking or those of earlier researchers have not been empirically determined in the 

context of strategic thinking. Her model was put together from ideas of different 

thinkers. The element of “Systems Perspective” has been taken from Peter Senge’s 

work. “Intent Focus” from Hamel & Prahalad’s work. “Intelligent Opportunism” from 

Robert Burgelman’s work. On top of that Liedtka’s model deals with deliberate 

thinking rather then strategic thinking itself. (Amitabh, Sahay, 2007) Thus there is 

clearly a direction for the future thinkers and researchers to look into the model of 

strategic thinking and put it to a further exploration. 

 

4. Challenges that strategic thinking is facing 

When we talk about Strategic thinking as the subject of interest and study, from the 

last three paragraphs we can see that it is a very complicated affair. Much study has 

been done and even more should be done if we want to finally make any sense of it. 

As anything else Strategic thinking is facing some challenges. In this chapter of the 

paper we are going to look into those challenges and see what can be done to 

overcome them. This is the last area of interest before we apply all theory that we 

have picked in previous three chapters and this one to use. 
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4.1 Challenges in strategic thinking for management 

When we start talking about strategic thinking or even hear these words there is an 

immediate picture of a leader, which pops up. Leader is usually a person who 

implements any new strategy. Even though it might not be true in every case, but 

usually making this kind of decisions comes to the leader. As Stan Abraham claims 

that strategic thinking is probably one of the few most significant aspects of any 

leader’s every day activities. An organization would not be in need of a strategy if it 

did not have to compete. Without competition organization can easily exist simply 

with a plan. Same as we have seen in games, if there is only one player then it is just a 

decision problem, strategy is not needed. Strategy suggests a competition with your 

opponents and how to outsmart your competition. It follows that strategic thinking is 

the process of finding alternative ways of competing and providing customer value. 

(Abraham, 2005)  

Despite all various perspectives on strategic thinking that appear in the literature, the 

one thing is clear that effective strategy development and implementation to 

leadership. As Martin Chemers (1997) claims that one of the best tests to leadership is 

to see how the group or employees carry out tasks connected to organizational 

mission. 

Haycock, Cheadle, Bluestone (2012) pinpoint four critical areas that should be 

explored further in order to see what is to be done if challenges occur and how to 

overcome them: problem solving, adaptability, scenario and alignment.  

Problem Solving 

It is obvious and we have learned form examples of games that if changes are 

unpreventable then they need to be met properly, so to address any upcoming change 

an organization needs to put together as many scenarios, ideas, and possibilities from 

a disposition of different perspectives that are similar to the main principles of 

strategic thinking. In such conditions, there is a boost of creativity used to identify 

and to define alternatives and options before breaking into the problem solving 

process. In order to achieve advantage and sustainability when dealing with long-term 

goal setting there must be a correctly defined vision and methods of strategic thinking 

that illustrate best solutions and scenarios. (Haycock, Cheadle, Bluestone, 2012) 

Adaptability. 

Due to constant change of the environment every organization needs to know how to 

adapt and adjust its strategy. Adaptability is used exactly to address any change that 
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comes from the changing markets. A well-trained strategic thinker acknowledges that 

a strategy that works perfectly now has a good chance of stopping to work tomorrow. 

So adaptability is about paying close attention to the market and surrounding 

environment in order to detect an upcoming change and be able to adjust when the 

change comes. (Haycock, Cheadle, Bluestone, 2012) 

Scenario Construction. 

Paul J. H. Schoemaker notes that scenarios are one way to develop conceptual 

frameworks, so that organizations and individuals will be more likely to study the 

right questions. Scenarios allow a semi-rationality in which intuitiveness and analysis 

come together to manage highly complicated tasks. (Schoemaker, 1991) With a help 

of identification of trends and unpredictability on the macro level of organization, 

when we construct scenarios it encourages thinking about alternatives that in other 

cases are usually left ignored. Thinking through alternatives can be quite problematic 

under conditions of innovative technologies and change, because of limited data. To 

add a perspective to scenario creation, Dalton suggests imagining the toughest 

business situation and the measure that predicated it, and then visualize the options 

and the results of enacting one solution over another. (Dalton, 2007) Ideas of Dalton 

and Schoemaker correlate with ideas demonstrated in the ways of game theorists’ 

thinking. Alternatives that we should think about while constructing scenarios are 

strategic decisions of the other player in the game. One player tries to foresee these 

alternatives and either think of a proper response or turning it to your benefit. Also 

Dalton’s idea to imagine the roughest business scenario and indicators that helped see 

it coming. It is the same as using first business school approach, where we study 

different strategic situations and indicators that help to predict them or on the contrary 

didn’t see them coming. All is done to prevent future outcomes of failures. 

Alignment. 

Strategy arrangement involves both formulation of a proper vision and execution of a 

structure and capability in order to fulfill that vision. Organizational structures and 

procedures need to give thought to planning and policy initiatives. (Haycock, 

Cheadle, Bluestone, 2012)  

4.2 Challenges that leader must overcome 

Schoemaker, Krupp, Howland (2013) give a great example of a British banker and 

financier Nathan Rothschild, who once said: “Great fortunes are made when 
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cannonballs fall in the harbour, not when violins play in the ballroom.” Rothschild 

understood one important thing that when the environment is unpredictable, the 

opportunity is even greater, however if you have the leadership skills to take 

advantage of it. Thus we once again see that leaders should have an ability to react to 

a change in the environment and also be able to use this change as an advantage. That 

is why strategic games are important, because they teach players react to a change and 

benefit from it.  

It seems that one of the biggest challenges for strategic thinking can be a leader 

himself. Authors give us examples of what a true leader should have in order to be 

successful in what he does and to overcome all the challenges he faces. Also to take 

part in a game of strategy a leader should be rational. Thus, if a leader is rational and 

has abilities listed by (Schoemaker, Krupp, Howland, 2013) then he should be 

successful in strategic thinking. According to them in order to be successful in 

strategic thinking any leader should be able to do the following: anticipate, challenge, 

interpret, decide, align and learn.  

Anticipate. 

We talk about leader’s ability to detect the threat or the opportunity, because most 

organizations and leaders can sometimes have poor judgment in such important area. 

Authors give us an example of Coors (a brewing company in the United States) 

executives, who famously were quite late in seeing the trend toward low-carb beers. 

Also they talk about Lego (a manufacturer of toys consisting of interlocking bricks in 

Denmark) management missed the electronic revolution in toys and gaming. 

(Schoemaker, Krupp, Howland, 2013) This is where strategic leaders come in handy, 

they constantly improve their ability to see the upcoming threats and opportunities 

and are always ready to adjust in a way that might turn out to be profitable not 

profitless.  

However ability to anticipate should be acquired through experience and in order to 

get this experience authors suggest that leaders should talk to their consumers, 

suppliers to better understand their challenges. Similar to game theorists game 

analysis leaders should carry out a market research and imitate different business 

situations in order to understand different perspectives of their competition, measure 

competitor’s likely reactions to new initiatives or products, and try forecast potential 

innovations. (Schoemaker, Krupp, Howland, 2013) Scenario planning that we have 
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talked about previously can help here. It is basically playing a strategic game, where 

you can learn hot to do all those things. 

Challenge. 

Authors suggest that the first thing that needs to be challenged is status quo of the 

organization. This exactly is what strategic thinkers do. The encouragement of diverse 

points of view happens through challenge of their own assumptions and assumptions 

of others. Before taking any kind of action strategic thinkers examine a problem with 

every method, through every lens i.e. asking such question as “how” which suggests 

thinking before acting and thinking about acting. Challenging requires staying open-

minded, being courageous and of course having a lot of patience.  

If leaders want to improve their ability to challenge, they should focus on the origins 

of a problem. As an example we can look at the “five whys” of Sakichi Toyoda, 

Toyota’s founder. “Product returns increased 5% this month.” “Why?” “Because the 

product irregularly develops a fault.” “Why?” And so on. (Schoemaker, Krupp, 

Howland, 2013) Leaders should push for debate in the meetings, but not a usual 

debate where employees don’t want to go against bosses’ ideas or visions out of fear. 

On the contrary meeting should be held in ways where open dialogue and conflict is 

expected to take place. (Schoemaker, Krupp, Howland, 2013) 

Interpret.  

Leaders whose ability to challenge is working properly always come upon very 

complex and mismatched information. This is why interpreting is of a huge 

significance. Leaders should be able to synthesize all the data they have at disposal.  

Also each leader needs to see and recognize patterns, make his way through 

ambiguity, and look for new insights. Finland’s former president J. K. Paasikivi was 

fond of saying that wisdom begins by recognizing the facts and then “re-cognizing,” 

or rethinking, them to expose their hidden implications. (Schoemaker, Krupp, 

Howland, 2013) 

Best example of interpretation is a chief marketing officer of a U.S. food company 

while developing a marketing plan for the company’s low-carb cake line. At that time 

every food company due to high popularity of the low-carb diets used low-carb 

strategy. However CMO (Chief Marketing Officer) of that company noticed that 

people on a low-carb diet were not avoiding company’s snacks. However she noticed 

that a fast growing segment of people with diabetes, were avoiding snacks because 

they contained sugar. So the CMO decided to push for sales of sugar-free snacks 
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rather then low-carb ones and that strategy turned out to be very profitable. So her 

interpretation of the situation allowed her company to profit of the market. 

(Schoemaker, Krupp, Howland, 2013) 

Decide.  

Sometimes it might happen that a decision has to be made with no time to reflect on it 

or even think. Even though there is not enough information to do so. Strategic 

thinking should help to see multiple options at the starting point and do not allow 

being restricted to only two options “do or not do.” A true strategist always considers 

the trade-offs involved. He also takes both short-term and long-term goals into 

account. In the end, strategic leaders must be brave and be sure of their opinions -

informed by a practical decision process. (Schoemaker, Krupp, Howland, 2013) 

Example given here describes a division president, who was oriented on 

implementing strategy in a fast way. Decisions were made simply and quickly. This 

was working, because the environment was unchanging for some time and stayed 

very similar. However when the environment started to change rapidly and 

unexpectedly competitors from another nontraditional market came and began 

conquering this market with lower prices, her fast decision-making stopped working. 

She wasn’t anticipating arrival of the new competition that is why her usual quick 

decision-making became inefficient very fast and she had to adapt. 

Leaders should split big decisions up into pieces to comprehend component pieces 

and better see unplanned consequences. Leaders should spread their ideas so 

employees can stay aware of where their leader is in his decision process. Leaders 

should make a decision about who needs to be involved directly and who can 

influence the successfulness of your decision. Strategy games should also be 

considered, since they are used exactly as simulators of situations where decisions are 

needed and needed quickly. (Schoemaker, Krupp, Howland, 2013) 

Align. 

Adding another perspective to alignment we have seen. Strategic leaders should be 

experts in fields of finding common ground when it is needed. Especially between 

stakeholders, even if their agendas or programs differ on many levels. This ability of 

communication, building trust within and outside of the organization leads to success.  

As an example here authors show us a chemical company president, who was in 

charge of Chinese market. He was trying to expand his business, but all his attempts 

were unsuccessful. He didn’t have any success, because he had no support from 
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colleagues throughout the world in different branches and markets. Thinking that he 

had no support, because he was disliked he decided to go ahead and continue his 

attempts, which has driven his colleagues away even further. However later it was 

found out that he didn’t get any support not because they disliked him, but more 

importantly, because they didn’t understand his strategy, so they were unwilling to 

support him. (Schoemaker, Krupp, Howland, 2013) Thus this example shows us the 

importance of aligning. He wasn’t able to deliver his strategy to his colleagues as a 

result he had no support. 

Learn. 

Strategic leaders are the centers of interest in organizational learning. They encourage 

a culture of exploration. In both successful and unsuccessful outcomes they seek 

lessons to be learned. Lastly they analyze failures of their team and their own in order 

to find what the lesson was here and to show employees what was the problem and 

how to avoid such problems in future. Unfortunately the usual tendency for mistakes 

is not to learn from it, but to punish those whose fault brought the mistake. 

Thus authors suggest that if leaders want improve learning skills they should 

introduce after-action reviews or analysis of the game. Leaders should document 

lessons learned from major strategic decisions or misfortunes and broadly 

communicate the resulting insights. 

Even though it can be hard, leaders should reward managers, who try something 

praiseworthy, something new but fail in terms of outcomes. (Schoemaker, Krupp, 

Howland, 2013) 

Authors conclude their findings by saying that it is important to see mistakes not as 

the end of the world, but as learning opportunities. If you want to be a strategic leader 

you need to know how to identify weaknesses and strengths. Above-mentioned six 

skills are very important. We shouldn’t forget one essential thing that if one of the 

skills is really strong, when others are not, the strong one will not be able to 

compensate for the lacking ones, all six should be on the same level. Looking into all 

these skills we can once again draw similarities with game theory that looks into and 

uses all six skills in order to come up with a proper strategy.  

4.3 Separating strategic thinking from strategic planning 

We have already mentioned Mintzberg’s idea that strategic planning isn’t strategic 

thinking. Planning is rather concerned with analysis and thinking is concerned with 
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synthesis. (Mintzberg, 1994) He claims that strategic planning has long fallen from its 

pedestal. However having that in mind even now, just a few people fully understand 

the reason that strategic planning is not strategic thinking. He is sure that strategic 

planning often spoils strategic thinking, causing managers to confuse real vision with 

the manipulation of numbers. And here Mintzberg’s understanding of strategic 

thinking is the same as of game theorists. Successful strategies become visions, not 

plans. (Mintzberg, 1994) 

This is another challenge that Strategic thinking is facing. The confusion between 

strategic planning and strategic thinking is happening very often. This fallacy makes 

Strategic thinking harder to comprehend.  

He repeats his claims that strategic thinking, in contrast with planning, is all about 

synthesis. It consists of intuition and high creativity. The result of strategic thinking is 

a joint perspective of the business, a not-too-precisely expressed vision of direction, 

such as the vision of Jim Clark, the founder of Silicon Graphics (an American 

manufacturer of high-performance computing solutions) that three-dimensional visual 

computing is the way to make computers easier to use. (Mintzberg, 1994) 

Mintzberg is persuaded that strategies are not something that can be scheduled. They 

must be free to come to existence at any time and at any place within the company. It 

usually happens through a process of exploration and learning, which should 

necessarily be conducted by employees of different levels of the organization.  

Through his research Mintzberg and many other people who have been involved in 

studying strategy came to realization that the process of creation a strategy calls for 

most advanced parts of human thinking. However a strategy is usually intentional. It 

can fulfill specific purposes of leaders, for example, to cease the upcoming 

opportunity or to conquer the newly opened or freed niche in the market.  

Mintzberg makes two important points here. 

First point is that vision is unavailable to those who aren’t able to see where is 

organization headed and what actions are taken to achieve its purpose. Real strategists 

try to look for new ideas everywhere analyzing the surrounding environment, and real 

strategies are built from the occasional small pieces of data they uncover. These are 

not people who abstract themselves from the daily details. On the contrary they are 

the ones who engage or even absorb themselves in details while being able to abstract 

different strategic messages from them. (Mintzberg, 1994)  
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Second point is that strategic programming is not “the only best way” or even 

necessarily a good way. Managers don’t always need to program their strategies 

formally. Sometimes they must leave their strategies to stay flexible, as broad visions, 

to adapt to a changing environment. Only when an organization is sure of the 

reasonable balance of its environment and is in need of the close coordination of a 

large number of complicated operations (as is typically the case of airlines with their 

needs for complicated scheduling), does such strategic programming make sense. 

(Mintzberg, 1994) 

Finally he introduces a concept of “Left-Handed and Right-Handed Planners”, which 

may help us or at least give us a push to overcome the confusion between strategic 

thinking and strategic planning. So for him there are two kinds of people in the area of 

planning.  

The first kind is an analytic thinker, who is closer to the traditional image of the 

planner. This planner is usually dedicated to bringing order to the organization. 

Above all, this person programs intended strategies and sees to it that they are 

communicated and implemented in a clear manner. This planner also carries out 

analytic studies to make sure consideration of the necessary hard data i.e. numbers 

and facts. Also it carefully examines strategies intended for implementation. We 

might call this planner the right-handed planner. (Mintzberg, 1994) 

The second kind of planner is less traditional but present nevertheless in many 

organizations. This planner is a creative thinker who tries to find the ways to open up 

the strategy-making process. As a soft analyst i.e. values and opinions, this planner is 

prepared to carry out more quick and dirty studies. This planner likes to look for 

strategies in strange places and to encourage others to think strategically. This planner 

is somewhat more inclined toward the intuitive processes identified with the brain’s 

right hemisphere. We might call this planner the left-handed planner. (Mintzberg, 

1994)  

4.4 Scientific view of challenges to strategic thinking 

Mintzberg (1976) uses a scientific approach to understand strategy and challenges that 

it faces. This research is quite distant from game theory that doesn’t study human 

brain, but rather studies consequences of actions that players did using their brains.  

Despite this Mintzberg’s research may be helpful to our understanding of strategy. 

Thus, he uses knowledge of scientists - in particular, neurologists, neurosurgeons, and 
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psychologists. He claims that we have had the knowledge that the brain has two 

distinct hemispheres for a long time now. It has also been known, further, that the left 

hemisphere controls movements on the body’s right side and that the right hemisphere 

controls movements on the left. What the scientists have discovered that these two 

hemispheres are specialized in more fundamental ways. (Mintzberg, 1976)  

The logical thinking processes are found in the left hemisphere of most people’s 

brains. It seems that the way of operation of the brain’s left hemisphere is linear - 

direct and clear; it processes information in orderly fashion, one bit after another. 

(Mintzberg, 1976) 

According to him we have a particular set of processes of our thinking that the science 

and people far from science know about. These processes are: linear, sequential, and 

analytical. On the other hand there is one more set of thought processes that we know 

little about. These processes are: simultaneous, relational, and holistic.  

Author leads us to the point where we are able to see that maybe people who 

researched leadership and managerial skills have been looking for answers in wrong 

places. Meaning that the key of management may not be hidden in the logical 

analysis, when it may have always been in our intuition. (Mintzberg, 1976) 

In the end of his research he proposes that there may be a very big difference between 

formal planning and informal managing, a difference similar to that between the two 

hemispheres of the human brain. The techniques of planning and management science 

are sequential and methodical, moreover articulated. Planners are expected to carry on 

in their work through a series of logical, ordered steps. Each of these steps involves 

clear analysis. (Mintzberg, 1976) 

4.5 Too much leadership as a challenge 

In previous findings of the chapter we have seen that game theory studies and 

provides skills and analysis to the leaders, where it shows what areas should be 

improved in order to be ably to convey the best strategy to the team and implement it 

clearly without faults. Games provide the virtual field where leader can test and 

improve their skills. Thus game theories perspectives correlate with those of 

(Schoemaker, Krupp, Howland, 2013) and (Haycock, Cheadle, Bluestone, 2012). 

However they look into the means of improving leadership skills not into the 

phenomenon of leadership itself. It is thought that whenever there is any sort of 

problem in the company it means that the leadership is not making its’ job at fullest, 
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thus an organization needs more leadership to address existing problems. For 

Minztberg more leadership is not a solution, but sometimes even an addition to the 

problem. In his article “Enough Leadership” he tries to prove this idea wrong. An 

example is provided in order to see what we are dealing with here. Example given is 

of Lou Gerstner who managed to increase IBM’s (American computer hardware 

company) shareholder value.  

Lou Gerstner added more than $40 billion to IBM’s shareholder value. Did he do it all 

by himself? A programmer with an idea joined forces with an open-minded staff 

manager who had more intuition than budget. Together, they managed to create a 

group that drove IBM into e-business. What role did Gerstner play? When he first 

heard about the initiative, he encouraged it. That’s all. Instead of setting direction, he 

supported the direction setting of others. He provided less leadership, but appropriate 

leadership. (Mintzberg, 2004) 

Following the IBM story Mintzberg asks an important question. How to encourage 

just enough leadership?  

Firstly he suggests that it is no use in separating leadership from management. His 

main objective is that managers who have no idea how to lead cannot be called 

managers. Leaders, who do not know how to manage, cannot be called leaders. He 

suggests that instead of isolation of leadership we should be spreading it out through 

the company, to managers and beyond. IBM story showed us that anyone who has an 

idea and means to follow it can be a leader. 

Secondly he suggests giving people a chance of selection of their leaders. A true 

leader must deserve a position of leadership via the support of the people, who are 

willing to follow him. Mintzberg gives an example of only one company, where 

senior partners actually vote for a candidate for leader’s position. This practice is very 

rare throughout various companies. This company’s name is McKinsey (Management 

consulting company). 

Johnson, Scholes, Whittington (2005) give us three challenges and where leaders 

should look to avoid them. Facing challenges is quite hard for leaders, because it is 

required of them to know which problems are more important than the others. 

Sometimes leaders have to choose what problem needs solving ahead of other 

problems. Also it is an ability to solve those problems under pressure without having 

too much leadership involved. 
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First challenge lies in preventing strategic drift - where strategies continuingly fail to 

address the strategic position of the organization and performance gets worse. 

Strategic analysis suggests that most organizations run into complexities when they 

fail to acknowledge and deal with strategic drift properly. 

Second challenge lies in the need to understand and address present day issues that 

are challenging most companies at any particular time. This challenge looks at four 

aspects: internationalization - internationalization is able expand both the size of the 

market and the range of competitors, e-commerce - the speed at which data can be 

analyzed has been transformed through the development of cheap and powerful IT 

technologies, changing purposes - there used to be a clear distinction between the 

purposes of the private sector and organizations in the public sector and knowledge/ 

learning - an increasing number of organizations that claim to depend substantially 

on innovation for their strategic success. (Johnson, Scholes, Whittington, 2005) 

Third challenge is in acknowledging the benefit of viewing strategy in more than in 

one-way. These are the three strategy lenses: strategy as design - the view that 

strategy development can be a logical process in which the forces and restrictions on 

the organization are weighed carefully through analytic and evaluative techniques 

used to establish clear strategic direction, strategy as experience - the view that future 

strategies of organizations are based on the modification of past strategies influenced 

by the experience of leaders and others in the organization and strategy as ideas - the 

view points out the importance of variety and diversity in and around organizations, 

which can potentially generate genuinely new ideas. (Johnson, Scholes, Whittington, 

2005)  

 

Even though Strategic thinking faces so many challenges, from the findings of this 

chapter it is visible that there are answers and solutions that can be generated from 

ideas of the Game Theory. All suggestion from what challenges management of 

companies is facing and leaders personal challenges that they need to overcome in 

order to be good strategists. And Mintzebrg’s (1976) ideas that key to leadership lies 

not in logical analysis, but simple intuition. Also his idea that forced leadership is 

never a good idea. IBM’s example gave us a proper view that enough leadership can 

be very beneficial to the organization. Thus, we see that challenges of strategic 

thinking can be overcome with the right application of game theorists’ ideas and use 
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of strategy games that are similar to those ideas of other thinkers like Schoemaker and 

Haycock.  

 

5. Case study 

Chaos in the skies – the airline industry pre- and post- 9/11 (Stockport, 2003) 

After looking into four areas of strategic thinking and gathering the theoretical basis 

now with a help of this case study we will see how our knowledge can be applied to a 

real world situation and see if theories that we have encountered in four previous 

chapters can be applied. 

This case study focuses on the airplane industry before the happenings of 9/11 and 

afterwards. It shows how an event of such huge scale can completely change business 

environment on many levels in a very short period of time. This change requires quick 

responses by business leaders and companies adopt and apply a new the strategy in 

order to cope with those changes. It also suggest how better plan for the future events 

if they occur. In order to understand it we need to look into all areas author provides 

us with.  

Global airline industry before the 9/11  

At the time of the hijackings, the US made up around 40 per cent of the world air 

travel market, with about 37 500 flights a day departing from US airports on both 

domestic and international flights. 

There had been huge structural changes within the global airline industry for many 

decades. Since the 1960s, there had been significant continuing advances in the 

capability and effectiveness of jet engines that allowed much longer routes to be 

carried out. With introduction of new and large planes, airlines were forced to 

compete at a constantly increasing pace. Several of the contributing factors to 

structural change were: globalization; deregulation; consolidation; technology 

improvements including aircraft and communications, and the high costs associated 

with the Full Service Carrier (FSC) business model, which is explained by the author 

later. 

Demand 

The demand for air transport was by people, who used airplanes for trips of two sorts 

– either business or leisure. The many drivers for the increased demand were: the rise 

of world’s GDP; increasing world trade and investment; the liberalization of markets, 
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as well as the growth in the number of retired people, who wanted to see the world. 

Between 1990 and 2000, the worldwide number of tourists increased from about 450 

million to 700 million. Around 55 per cent of passenger air travel was for leisure.  

Cost factors  

Author pinpoints that differences in the cost structure of different airlines could be to 

a certain extend explained by factors such as geography, the market in terms of the 

length of trips or by currency exchange rates. Costs in airline industry had been rising 

quite rapidly throughout 2000. Huge fuel prices raise more than 50 per cent from 

1999 to 2000. Costs for labour made up between 25 per cent and 40 per cent of an 

airline’s revenue and 75 per cent of its controllable costs. 

Returns (yields – RPKs)  

Author outlines a huge increase in the US passenger travel that has been growing by 

over 160 per cent from approximately 250 million in 1978 to almost 660 million in 

2000. Airplane companies had a constant drive towards achieving better margins 

through cost cutting, also there had been a gradual and stable decline in the real value 

of airline yields all over the US as measured by RPKs (the average revenue per 

passenger kilometer). Despite that airline travelers still needed car rentals and hotels. 

During 1970s some airlines tried to widen their services and began offering an option 

to have a “full package”, but by 1990s many decided to go back for air travel services 

only, because of the lack of profitability.  

Full service carriers (FSCs) 

Usually the business model for a Full Service Carrier (FSC) (also known as a network 

carrier) concentrated on networks and product quality. This model had an emphasis 

upon offering service to as many cities as possible, with high levels of regularity and 

interconnectivity. Extra services featured in-flight catering, entertainment, leg-room 

and loyalty programs – all those features offered differentiation, uniqueness to its 

customers. The class of travel distinguished this differentiation and this class of travel 

through market price segmentation depended on limited ticket conditions such as time 

of purchase, limited travel times and purchasing channels i.e. travel agents. 

Low cost carriers (LCCs) 

Author emphasizes that before 9/11 the industry had seen the emergence of a new 

business model for airlines, which was becoming very popular and was growing very 

fast. He talks about The Low Cost Carriers (LCCs). The growth of LCCs had changed 

the nature of airline competition. The most common features of the LCC business 
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model included: simple point-to-point services with no or limited interconnectivity in 

short-trip routes; fewer in-flight or on-ground services, leading to lower costs; single 

class operations which meant availability of more seats and lower costs per seat. In 

the US and Europe LLCs were making use of secondary, less crowded and cheaper 

airports. LLC model had lower labour costs than the FSC model. Finally LLC model 

had a simpler form of price difference based upon the time of ticket purchase only. 

The US-based LCC, Southwest Airlines, had 29 years of continuous profit up to 

September 11, and offered a successful model for other LCCs such as Westjet 

(Canadian) and Ryanair (EU).  

Open markets 

Here author talks about the deregulation of the air passenger transport industry in both 

the US and worldwide since the late 1970s. It had brought about major structural 

changes within the industry. Good example is the 1978 US Open Markets policy. The 

Open Markets policy effectively removed barriers to entry and enabled new 

competitors to enter the industry. Deregulation brought the freedom to choose routes, 

set prices in accordance with market demand and increased a level of competitiveness 

from new entrants. 

New market environment made FCS carriers to merge in order to stay competitive. In 

the US, this had led to the emergence of mega-carriers such as American Airlines and 

United Airlines. The top 8 airlines accounted for 90 per cent of the US market in 

1990, whereas 15 airlines had around 90 per cent in 1984. However, the increased 

competition led to lower prices and this had worn down the bottom line profitability 

of most airline companies. As a result of that, airlines were forced to focus upon 

reducing costs in order to stop the price increases and maintain margins. 

Hub-and-spoke 

Starting in the US, the cost cutting measures led to the rationalization of many route 

structures. Additional efforts to increase efficiency saw the formation of the hub-and-

spoke networks develop during the 1980s, whereby the aircraft traffic feed was 

brought to a central place (the hub) from other areas within the nearness of the hub 

(the spokes). Even though this system was of inconvenience to some, for most 

passengers there were many benefits such as single tickets and lower prices. With the 

cheaper ticket prices as a payoff for the inconvenience, the hub-and-spoke networks 

gained acceptance from most travellers.  

A hub with 20 spokes could theoretically provide a one-stop service to 190 different 
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city-pairs and could service these markets with fewer planes, fewer staff and more 

frequent service. This allowed the airlines to fully maximize their resources and 

resulted in considerable savings for them. 

Alliances 

To gain more airlines started forming alliances with other airlines that utilized such 

strategies as code sharing, block spacing and franchising. Under code sharing, an 

airline offered services on another airline under its own flight codes. A by-product of 

code sharing was block spacing. It was an agreement whereby one airline allocated a 

certain amount of seats on its own flights to another airline, which could then sell the 

allocated seats through their own marketing and distribution systems. Franchising 

occurred when an airline sold the rights to use its name and image. All three types of 

alliances allowed airlines to earn revenues freeing them from owning and operating 

airplane in a particular region, and kept them safe from unprofitable operations if they 

take on them alone. 

Some airline predictions before 9/11 

In 2001, before 9/11, analysts were predicting that the US airline industry would lose 

some US$2.5bn because of the slowing economy combined with the surprising large 

decline in business travel. Worldwide in June 2001, business travel declined 41 per 

cent from its levels in 2000, with an overall 11 per cent reduction in ticket purchases 

compared to 2000. Customer price sensitivity was increasing and there was a stable 

shift from business and first-class tickets to economy class. Business travelers stopped 

paying top price for big carriers and started behaving like people, who plan on going 

to vacation i.e. purchasing cheaper tickets in advance; flying discount airlines, as well 

both domestic and international routes resulted in increased international 

competitiveness. 

Global airline industry after 9/11 

We have seen how the industry had been before the major change. Now author invites 

us to see what happened to all areas of industry that we have looked into earlier.  

The New York Stock Exchange, which remained closed for the longest period since 

the 1930s Depression, reopened for business on 18 September. As expected, sectors 

such as airlines and insurance were quickly collapsed. Continental Airlines led the 

large US carriers down, with a 49 per cent drop in their share price. It was seen as the 

most financially healthy of the US carriers until the attack, but it later announced that 

it could not make US$70m in aircraft financing payments. AMR, the operator of 
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American Airlines, was down 39 per cent while UAL, the owner of United Airlines, 

was down by 43 per cent. The world’s third largest airline, Delta, fell 46 per cent. 

Southwest Airlines, the world’s leading low-cost carrier, fell 34 per cent. Smaller 

players were especially hard hit and America West fell 65 per cent following fears for 

its financial survival. The damage went beyond US financial markets and Swissair 

shares fell more than 40 per cent since 11 September. British Airways (BA) was down 

33 per cent from its level before the US attacks. 

Demand 

In the first four days after September 11, US domestic airline bookings fell by 74 per 

cent and bookings in the rest of the world were down by 19 per cent. In addition to the 

complete shutdown of the aviation in the US, the attacks caused many travellers to 

avoid air travel altogether as they were aware of the increased risk associated with 

flying at the time. Due to the attacks longer queues and check-in times at major 

airports had increased passenger door-to-door travel time and influenced a decision of 

not to fly. 

Cost factors 

In the US, many large FSC carriers tried to implement dramatic cost-cutting programs 

and reduce staff cost. United Airlines and US Airways tried to obtain aid by filing for 

Chapter 11 bankruptcy (A United States’ form of bankruptcy reorganization available 

to individuals, corporations and partnerships, which has no limits on the amount of 

debt). United Airlines continued to trade under bankruptcy terms but still lost money 

despite reducing employees from over 100,000 to less than 70,000 after September 

11. America’s bankruptcy code allowed it to continue operating even though it 

stopped servicing its debts. This code, in effect, allowed non-functioning airlines to 

price flights at marginal cost and was a cause of unfair competition. United’s Airlines 

network coverage had also been reduced by 24 per cent since 9/11 but despite this, in 

2003, United still suffered from the highest costs and lowest productivity within the 

US airline industry. 

American Airways had also discharged over 30,000 jobs to 2003, and decreased 

operating expenses by over 3.8 per cent or US$804m. The cost savings executed from 

late 2001 and 2002 drove this. American Airways had seen that it needed to further 

reduce annual operating costs by US$4bn to remain workable but had only been able 

to achieve US$2bn in additional cost reductions through a number of strategies. 
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Stockport also shows that for passengers who were using airlines after the attacks cost 

factors were increased also. The new check-in time for international flights had 

increased to three hours from the previous two hours. 

More strict security measures around the world also led to higher operating costs for 

air traffic systems. At US airports, next to every metal detector station two military 

men were added in addition to the airport personnel. After September 11, there was 

also a general global consensus to adopt variety of initiatives such as: strengthening 

cockpit doors; increasing the flow of sensitive criminal and national security 

information from Federal Agencies to airlines; updating airline and airport employee 

identification credentials; conducting detailed employee background checks; 

deploying federal air marshals on certain routes; modifying airline computer software 

to better identify passengers who could pose a security risk; and restricting access to 

parked aircraft and secure areas within airport terminals.  

Also following 9/11, insurance companies removed liability coverage for war and 

terrorist attacks. New legislation had to be introduced in the US and Europe and 

governments had to take some responsibility for war risk claims. When insurance 

companies came back to the market, the premiums rose between 200–500 per cent. 

Although insurance costs previously accounted for some 1–2 per cent of operating 

costs, this increased to 5–10 per cent following 9/11. Airlines were forced to pass 

these costs onto passengers. 

Returns (yields – RPKs) 

Here Stockport talks about losses by the companies. US Air reported losses of 

US$766m, the biggest quarterly loss in its 61-year history. Those results included the 

US$331m the airline had received from the federal government to compensate for 

losses resulting from 9/11. For the same quarter, AMR reported losses of US$414m. 

Yet, the worst quarterly loss ever in the history of the industry was reported by UAL, 

which had already been in difficulties before the terrorist attacks. UAL reported losses 

of US$1.16bn. For the same period, load factors for US airlines decreased from 70 to 

59 percent. European carriers had a collective loss of more than US$3bn for 2001.  

Full service carriers (FSCs) 

Travel routes changed rapidly after 9/11. The transatlantic market came to a collapse 

Britons decision to holiday closer to home. Traffic to North America from London’s 

three main airports fell by more than a third when traffic to other far destinations 

served by Gatwick, Heathrow and Stansted fell by 14 per cent. Airlines such as BA 
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and Virgin Atlantic, which had based most of their profit on long-trip flights were hit 

the hardest.  

Low cost carriers (LCCs) 

Within the US, there was a continuous and noticeable fall of around 44 per cent in the 

short-trip air travel segment (less than 500 miles) in June 2002 compared to 2001. 

Biggest attribute here was an inconvenience factor that was associated with increased 

security procedures, which added to the total travel time. Nonetheless, LCCs such as 

Southwest Airlines were still able to generate a profit. How the airlines have 

proceeded has mostly depended upon how quickly they responded to 9/11. 

Stockport gives emphasizes the interview of Toby Nichol, Corporate 

Communications Manager at EasyJet, a UK-based LCC he said that the aviation 

world reacted in two different ways: traditional airlines started concentrating solely on 

their balance sheets and put up tickets price to deal with the predicted drop in 

revenue. Low cost airlines on the other hand reacted in the opposite way. They 

launched, apart from each other, a ‘let’s get flying again’ campaign and cheap seats 

were overflown in the last quarter of 2001. People were still prepared to travel, but 

didn’t want to pay as much as they had before. 

In Europe, some LCCs also expanded their markets to capture some of the elements 

of business travel. For example, package holiday segments including weekend breaks 

as well as longer distance 5–7 hour point-to-point routes at lower prices. As a result 

this led to dramatic LCC passenger growth rates. 

Alliances 

September 11 had also harmfully affected alliances. United Airlines for instance 

played a central role in the Star Alliance, a group of 15 airlines that shared 

reservations information and some revenue, together marketed products and services, 

and exchanged one another’s frequent-flier miles. As the only US carrier in the 

alliance that included Air Canada, Lufthansa, Singapore Airlines and Varig, amongst 

others, United’s ability to channel customers to its foreign partners was important and 

that ability had been cut back as United had reduced amount of routes following the 

attacks. 

Thinking ahead 

In 2003, the worldwide airline industry had annual revenue in surplus of US$3.5 

trillion with 1.83bn passengers flying nearly 3.3 trillion RPKs. The global industry 

employed some 1.77m people and almost 18,000 aircrafts were in service. 
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9/11 had been a major disturbing event within the industry that some airlines felt had 

been impossible to predict. However, others within the airline industry felt differently 

and argued that future success may lie in the ability of the airlines to properly evaluate 

the probability of future shocks as well as being able to react quickly and effectively 

to them. Developing future strategy for an airline was probably about strategic 

thinking and planning for ongoing chaos in the skies.  

5.1 Findings from the case study 

This case study is very suitable for our paper. We have seen that before the 9/11 

leaders of big airline companies used different strategies from the ones they used after 

the attacks. For example let’s look into the events before the September 11. Due to the 

cause of rapidly growing industry from 1970s onwards companies had to respond 

quickly and they started introducing bigger planes to fit more people.  

Since we have established that game theory is a study of decision-making processes 

where each participant’s actions have effect on the other we see that each airline was 

a participant and each decision they made such as introduction of a bigger plane had 

an effect on the other airlines. Other carriers had to respond with a similar strategy 

and too introduce a bigger airplane; because they knew if they didn’t do it they will 

loose the competition. Like in a game of football, leaders knowing the weaknesses 

and strength of their companies and the rival companies needed to choose, from the 

number of alternatives they had, the right maneuvers or strategies to outperform their 

rivals.  

Moreover we can see Mintzberg’s (1976) idea that leaders truly synthesize their 

information rather than analyze makes sense if we apply it here. Synthesizing is 

connecting dots, analyzing is finding dots. Thus judging from data on the increase of 

demand, which was brought to leaders attention and from the growth of GDPs to 

increase in global trade. By connecting these dots they were able to predict the 

increase in peoples wish to travel so they introduced bigger planes. Moreover 

analytical data was used to meet the increasing costs in fuel, length of trips taken and 

so on, to slowly increase tickets prices, so airline companies will still gain.  

On top of that we can see that leaders could have used many of the approaches to 

strategic thinking that we have seen, “The Why-What-How Approach” for 

example. This approach tells us that leaders of the companies and companies need to 

stay flexible and alert when they choose new strategies in changing environment. Or 
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as game theorists’ view encourages us, they should be able to adjust to a dynamic 

environment.  

Vermeulen’s (2015) model that consists of questions that leaders should ask 

themselves can be applied if we look into returns from 1978 to 2000; we see that 

amount of travelers doubled. Thus leaders of airline carriers asking a question “What 

does not fit?” had to cut the costs in order to achieve better margins, because 

company and environment were not working as one. Also they saw a change in 

customer preferences, so they might have asked themselves “What would an outsider 

do?” and judging from customers’ need in hotels and cars, companies added 

possibilities for the customers to book a hotel and rent a car when buying plane 

tickets.  

Also if we look into Full Service Carriers (FSCs) we see that big carriers with big 

increase of business travels were able to predict that with introduction of FSCs 

business model, which brought extra services like leg-room, and introduction of 

business class and loyalty programs, despite the bigger price they were still able to 

sell tickets knowing from analysis that demand will still be high. We can’t be sure 

how leaders exactly achieved that result, but we can apply Sloan’s three-stage cyclic 

process, where first cycle is preparation, when leaders gather information, here this 

information is increase in business travels, second cycle is experience where leaders 

from self-experience and experience of the past new that with introduction of loyalty 

programs and business class with its features they would invoke interest in 

businessmen. The third cycle is reevaluation, which allowed to see that despite 

increased prices people would still by business class tickets. 

It could have also been done in a company meetings where managers were 

brainstorming and were able to deliver their strategic thinking to the top, which 

resulted in successful implementation of those strategies. Remembering Mintzberg’s 

(1976) observations that top managers prefer personal meetings where staff had 

chance to convey their ideas and collected data. 

1978 US Open Markets policy brought many interesting things to the industry. This is 

probably where strategic thinking theories that we have discussed in our paper are the 

most visible. With introduction of this policy government made available for small 

companies to be created without being destroyed by airline giants at the beginning. 

The greatest example of strategic thinking and leadership ability to implement it is 

with the introduction of Low Cost Carriers (LCCs). If we take MIntzberg’s (1976) 
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and game theorists (Dixit, Skeath, Reiley, 2004) emphasis on importance of analytical 

data and analysis of interactions between companies in the industry. We can see that 

LCCs were a huge boom to the industry and to the FSCs in particular, because leaders 

were able to see advantages in usage of less-crowded secondary airports, no class 

differences that brought more seats, less in-flight services and everything combined 

meant that the tickets prices were significantly lower. LCCs brought new meaning of 

competition. Emergence of LCCs and responses of FSCs to a new challenge in the 

industry are truly phenomenal and useful to us.  

Leaders of low-coaster were true strategic thinkers in a way that with a new policy 

they saw a new market that can be entered. They were able to use “The What-How 

Approach” that requires to be sure of what companies are to do in the context of 

present internal and external affairs and of course an application of analytical tools 

such as SWOT or PESTLE analysis. They were able to win the market with clear 

vision that Dixit, Skeath, Reiley (2004) or Turocy and von Stengel (2001) encourage 

us to have and mission statements LLCs were able to fulfill the customers 

preferences, even though the services were significantly different from the bigger 

airlines. With analysis of previous advances and mistakes of giants they were able to 

adjust to the new environment and create a steady competition even to airline giants. 

We can observe the behavior of FSCs in Haycock, Cheadle, Bluestone (2012) idea of 

challenges to leadership. In response to the newly threat FSCs started forming 

alliances with giants in order to stay profitable and safe themselves from bad strategic 

choices if those were to appear. They had to apply problem solving; those problems 

arose with new competition on the market. They had to adopt and did it by forming 

alliances with each other, in order to keep profits. And of course scenario construction 

so they were able to see that with alliances they saved themselves from loosing too 

much if a bad strategic choice was to appear. 

 

Even though year 2001 saw huge decrease in plane travels, companies did some 

things to adjust, although no one could have predicted what would happen after the 

terrorist attacks on the September 11. With a huge decrease in demand for flying, 

increased cost factors such as added time from the check-in to the plane, devastating 

losses in returns and so on. That was a real test for the leaders and their companies, a 

test to see if their strategic thinking abilities were any good, because airline 

companies needed a completely new approach to strategies.  
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We saw that in order to adjust to extreme environment FSCs tried to aid by filling 

Chapter 11 bankruptcy (A United States’ form of bankruptcy reorganization available 

to individuals, corporations and partnerships, which has no limits on the amount of 

debt) that allowed them to carry on without debt. They also tried to cut staff 

predicting a lower decrease in revenue. Yet with all the measures taken by airline 

giants they still had profitless revenues. Even the alliances were hugely affected, 

because big American companies were the only providers of tourist routes to the 

European alliances and people didn’t want to pay huge money knowing the risks. 

In here we can see what Dixit, Skeath, Reiley (2004) or Reeves, Wittenburg (2015) 

talked about when they emphasized the importance of strategic games and Game 

theory. Let’s take any strategic game, “Your Strategy Needs a Strategy” for example. 

Main point of the game is to teach players to adopt and adjust strategies to a 

constantly changing environment. It also shows players a leaderboard where you can 

see who is the best and how he achieved it. In post 9/11 environments we see that 

companies were not prepared to such a quick change in environment so their 

strategies were made under huge amount of pressure and didn’t work properly. Thus 

playing can really help companies to imagine scenarios and train implementing 

effective strategies as quick as possible. 

Once again we see the amazing ability of strategic thinking and leadership joint work 

in LCCs approach after the 9/11. Leadership of the low-coasters saw that big carriers 

had a problem that Mintzberg (2004) talked about, too much leadership. In order to 

save themselves big carriers leaders started focusing only on attempts to balance 

decrease in profits by increasing tickets prices and they failed. Using this knowledge 

LCCs leadership implemented a new strategy - having ticket prices reduced, 

especially to longer trips. This vision helped LCCs to expand even more during the 

years of disaster to the airline giants, because strategic thinking model that they used 

worked perfectly. We can compare it with Dixit, Skeath, Reiley (2004) model of 

farmers and bankers. In our case farmers will be LCCs who need to convince people 

(bankers) to use their airlines with low ticket prices, low-coaster companies saw 

judging from analytical data of FSCs that people still wanted to fly, but they didn’t 

want to pay as much as they used to before the 9/11 happenings being aware of the 

risks.  
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This case study proved that we could look into and understand any strategic thinking 

situation using Game theory and its concepts to analyze any strategic interaction and 

decision-making process. On top of that, those findings showed us how important and 

useful strategic games can be, because they can teach participants which strategies are 

better to implement without any consequences, how to analyze data after each round 

of the game and of course how to successfully adjust to a constant changing 

environment. Moreover we have seen that if leaders and leadership are able to 

overcome all the challenges that we have pointed out such as adaptability, scenario 

construction, problem solving and alignment they will be able to face even such 

extreme environment changes like after 9/11 and profit from them like we have seen 

with LCCs. We have also seen how too much leadership can easily put organizations 

in an unfavorable position like in FSCs ticket prices change in order to save profits.    

 

Conclusion 

The exploration of the theoretical literature and theories application to a case study 

that we did above in order to answer on the key question of the work showed a few 

interesting conclusions.  

First we have seen that even though a lot of research has been done on the topic of 

Strategic thinking, all kinds of different ideas of thinkers from various fields always 

have similarities with ideas that followers of the Game Theory are pursuing. We have 

seen that Game Theory was applied in all four areas of interest of this exploratory 

paper and always had the better and simpler way of explanation. Whether the ideas of 

how to make the best strategic choice and what means should be weighed and 

considered. Or how can we improve leadership with strategy games. Even when it 

came to shaping a model of Strategic thinking Liedtka’s most used model turned out 

to be concentrating on deliberate thinking, not on strategic one. Even though Dixit et. 

al. showed in two examples how exactly strategy works and where it comes in action, 

they have no universally working model, so there is a need for improvement in this 

area.  

Secondly we have seen that organizations always compete in very unpredictable and 

very dynamic environments, which usually shows a demand for more innovative 

strategic thinking in order to be in advantage and be able to preserve it. We have seen 

that if strategic thinking is developed in the right way it can display new alternate 

visions of the future. Thus, it is detectable that with some more development and 
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improvement, Game Theory can be used as a universal concept of studying the 

phenomenon of Strategic thinking. 

Thirdly and most importantly we have found out that one of the biggest challenges, 

which are confusion of strategic thinking with strategic planning, can be easily 

explained. This challenge actually brought us to the answer on the question of the 

paper. We found out that strategic thinking unlike strategic planning is about 

synthesis not analysis. It consists of intuition and creativity. Now we can draw a 

parallel with Mintzberg, who claims that leaders synthesize all the information they 

receive rather than analyze it. He has also shown us that the key to studying 

leadership may have been in a different place rather then in logical analysis. Instead 

we should have been looking into our intuition. We can see now that concept of 

leadership and development of leadership within companies is a key to shaping up the 

ability of being able to think strategically. Thus if organizations pay more attention to 

the concept of leadership they will benefit, because with leadership will come 

strategic thinking, which is of a huge importance to any company. Of course further 

research can and should be developed from this paper to explore the notion of 

Strategic thinking even more and make it more understandable to the companies and 

us.  
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